The Thesis proposes an algorithm of physical gesture recognition of human body based on composite features, which combines the feature of contour vector distance from the contour mass center to the edge point with the optical-flow features, and then the composite features are formed to make action recognition. According to the recognition results in the third part, we can see that such composite features achieve more than 95% correct recognition rate in the Weizmann database and KTH database, which proves the validity and feasibility of such algorithm sufficiently.
Introduction
The sports action information in the video sequence generally can be described in features of optical flow, silhouette and interest points etc. Based on the sufficient consideration of advantages and disadvantages as well as applicable scope of different features, new composite features combining the static features and local optical-flow features described in global shape have been proposed. Firstly, the approximate location of sports action is decided with background subtraction, then the human body silhouette is obtained, and the overall information of the human body appearance can be expressed with vector of silhouette contour. Then in the sport area, the optical flow shall be extracted, and the local optical-flow information is used to indicate the local features of the human body actions, so as to improve the anti-noise capacity of the optical flow. At last, the combination of the overall silhouette features and local optical-flow features shall be taken as the composite features. The experiment indicates that the robustness and recognition performance of composite features are better than the single feature.
Feature expression and extraction

Image preprocessing
The image preprocessing can reduce the image area and processing data of the research and reduce the calculated amount. Generally, it uses the background subtraction to decide the approximate area and body silhouette of sports action, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . It assumes that all sports actions are carried out in front of the statistic background, according to the silhouette information, and the confirmable interest region is shown in Fig. 1 (c) . After the recognition of region of interest, then we can only dispose the information within the region of interest. In the image of single frame, the body silhouette can be used to describe the information of entire shape changes of human body actions. The selection of silhouette features has the following features: ① the silhouette features can describe the shape information of moving body easily and intuitively; ② the silhouette features can be extracted easily; ③ the binary silhouette figure has no sensitivity to the texture and color of the foreground image. This step aims on transferring the sports action information of the original video into the relevant morphological characteristics sequences, and these sequences indicate the process of moving process.
Given: a sports video V has image I of T frame, as shown in equation , s has been obtained in the preprocessing of the image. For the sake of simplicity, we use the method of contour vector [7] to describe the overall shape information of the body silhouette. The specific process shall be as follows:
(I) Use the canny edge detector to obtain the edge contour of silhouette of each frame, which is shown in Fig. 2 (a) , and the coordinates of such edge contour shall be as shown in Fig. 2 (b) .
Therefore, the body contour can be expressed in t n point, which shall be (III) The distance from the mass center to the edge point can be obtained with equation (2).
is the distance form the mass center corresponding to No. i edge point to the edge point. In calculation, it starts from the most point on the left and the top of the contour figure, and calculate in order in clockwise, then the contour vector t D of one dimension can be obtained from the two-dimensional contour figure of single-frame image t I .
(IV) In order to eliminate the influence of spatial scale and distance, use 2-norm to implement normalization processing on the vector. As the sizes of edge points t n of images in each frame are different, the contour vector shall receive resample in equal interval after normalization processing to get the number N of fixed points. The Thesis shall implement experiments on different valve N, which indicates that the calculated amount of N=200 is less, and it can also indicate sports action information completely. Both single feature and composite features can achieve the highest recognition rate. When the sampling point is N=200, the contour vector results shall be as shown in Fig. 2 (c) .
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Edge point of current frame, cut the current frame corresponding to such region of interest and gray-scale image area corresponding to the previous frame, as shown in Fig. 3 (a1) and (a2) . Then the method of Lucas -Kanade shall be used for optical-flow detection in the region of interest of current frame and the previous frame, from which the optical flow filed gotten shall be as shown in Fig. 3 (b) , and the optical flow shall be divided into two vectors of vertical and horizontal, which shall be vertical optical flow and horizontal optical flow. separately, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) . Then the center point of the sub-frame shall be center for dividing the sub-frame into 18 sub-regions, which
, as shown in Fig. 4 (b 
Experiment analyses
Database introduction This experiment is achieved within the operation in MATLAB2010a. There are ten actions in the Weizmann action video database, which are Bend, Jack, Jump, Pjump, Run, Side, Skip, Walk, Wave1 and Wave2, each action is completed by 9 people. The video background and angle of view have no changes, and the resolution ratio of image in each frame is 144*180, the frame rate is 25 frame/s, the example is as shown in Fig. 5 . There are 6 actions in KTH database, which are Boxing, Handclapping, Handwaving, Jogging, Running and Walking, each action is completed by 25 different people in four scenarios, there are 599 videos in total. The background is in relative rest, except the zoom in and out of the shot, the sports action of the camera is relatively slight, as shown in Fig. 5 . To achieve the accuracy of unbiased estimation, the method of leaving one out is adopted to verify the experiment results, which means that all sports actions completed by one person in the database selected in each experiment shall be taken as the test sample, and the rest shall be the training sample set. Then the circulation shall be carried out, the actions of each person shall be taken as the test sample for test, and the statistics of recognition results shall be implemented. The method of nearest neighbor is adopted for classified recognition. The recognition results of optical-flow features, contour distance features and composite features of their combination are as shown in the following Table 1 . According to Table 1 , the recognition rate of composite features is higher than that of single feature, and 100% right recognition rate can be obtained from Weizmann database; the recognition rate in KTH database can reach 95%.
Conclusion
The selection of sports action features can affect the recognition effect of body action recognition methods directly. The single feature is under different influences of human body appearance, environment, and camera setup etc, and its applicable scope is also different, and the recognition effect is limited. On the basis of studying the presentations and recognition of human body actions, the advantages and disadvantages of different features have been taken into sufficient consideration, and the composite features in the combination of overall silhouette features and local optical-flow features have been proposed, and used in the recognition of human body actions. The experiment results indicate that such algorithm has achieved the ideal results, and 100% of right recognition rate on the actions in Weizmann database can be achieved.
